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The OLTI is FREE. 
There is no cost to 
register enroll orregister, enroll, or 
complete any of the 
modules.

www.evawintl.org

Our Goals for Today

Explore stages and techniques for 
effectively interviewing SA victim
– Focus on law enforcement / prosecutors

Some strategies apply to other professionals– Some strategies apply to other professionals 
who interview victims (e.g., health care), but 
content / purpose of interview is different

– Cross-training for other professionals to learn 
about police/prosecutor interviews

Future EVAWI Webinar with 
Russell Strand  

 Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview 

 Acknowledge their trauma/pain/difficult situation 

What are you able to tell me about your– What are you able to tell me about your 
experience?

• Tell me more about … or that…

– What was your thought process during this 
experience?
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Forensic Experiential Trauma Interview 
A Paradigm Shift…

– What were your reactions  to this experience

• Physically

• Emotionally

– What are you able to remember about…the 5 y
senses

– What was the most difficult part of this 
experience for you?

– Clarify other information and details…after you 
facilitate all you can about the “experience”

Basic Interview Skills

Explain the purpose of the interview

Do not ask victims if they “want to 
prosecute”

W d t d j b fi t– We need to do our job first

– Victims should only be asked about prosecution 
after we complete a thorough investigation 
revealing any evidence that can be used to 
support their allegations and prosecution

Inappropriate Responses

Release Authorization – Example

I,______________________residing at

__________, do hereby request and release 
h li f f hthe Police Department from any further 

investigation or inquiries into this matter at 
my own insistence.
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Inappropriate Responses

I affirm that I will not pursue this matter 
further, nor will I initiate any criminal 
prosecution against any persons involved in 
or responsible for this offense I will makeor responsible for this offense.  I will make 
no further inquiries as to any subsequent 
investigation conducted by the Police 
Department, nor will I voluntarily appear as 
a witness in any potential criminal …

Inappropriate Responses

… prosecution resulting from this 
complaint.  I further affirm that this decision 
is made of my own free will and is not the 
result of any threats promises orresult of any threats, promises, or 
inducements made by the police department.

Signature________________Date_______

Witness_________________Date_______

Alternative Agency Response

 Sexual assault victims who ask to have their 
investigation terminated or decline 
prosecution should sign an affidavit of 
suspension of investigation whenever 
possible.

Detectives who are unable to meet with a 
sexual assault victim to obtain a signature 
should document at least three attempts to 
contact in their investigation.
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Alternative Agency Response

 In unusual cases (e.g., allegations involving 
law enforcement personnel, or whenever a 
conflict of interest or bias could be argued), 
detectives should send the affidavit ofdetectives should send the affidavit of 
suspension via certified mail.

Alternative Agency Response
Victim Preference Statement
Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS)
I have had the opportunity to consult with a victim 
advocate, counselor, or other person(s) of my choosing 
before making the following decision (circle one):

______________
YES NO initials

I have been informed of my rights as a crime victim 
under the Victim/Witness Assistance Program, 
including my right to consult a counselor or victim 
advocate.  I am aware that a counselor or victim 
advocate will provide me information that may assist 
me in deciding whether to participate in the criminal 
investigation.

Alternative Agency Response
At this time, I have decided not to provide additional 
information or participate in the investigation and 
prosecution of the suspect.  I understand that the 
investigation may be closed.  If the investigation continues, 
the chances that the suspect will be brought to justice are 
greatly reduced without my assistance.

I further understand that I may change my mind and 
provide information for this investigation at a later time.  
In that event, however, I understand that the delay may 
affect the investigative findings and the successful 
prosecution of the suspect.
I make this decision freely and voluntarily.

Victim’s Signature ______________  Witnessed by: ______________

Victim’s Printed Name Title/Date: _____________________________
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Preliminary Interviews

The publication by PPCT Management 
Systems describes “critical incident 
amnesia” experienced by law enforcement 
professionals in traumaprofessionals in trauma.
– “This temporary amnesia will affect both the 

officer’s memory and the officer’s ability to 
write an incident report” (p. 1-6).  

Source: PPCT Management Systems, Inc. (1989). 
Use of Force Human Factors (Chapter 1). 

Preliminary Interviews

Critical Incident Amnesia
– Perceptual narrowing occurs when an 

individual “tunes into” the input from one 
f th fi ( “t l i i ”)of the five senses (e.g., “tunnel vision”)

– Loss of cognitive and motor skills
• Decreased ability to concentrate

• Irrational decision-making

Preliminary Interviews

 Because this form of amnesia is temporary, 
considerations should be made as to the time table 
necessary to recover the memory, including the 
effects that sleep has on this process.  
– Before the first sleep period, a person will only be able 

to recall general characteristics of the incident.  

– After the first sleep period, a person’s ability to 
remember will increase by 50% to 90%. 

– A person’s ability to completely remember will not 
occur until after the second sleep period (p. 1-7).
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Preliminary Interview

 The publication states that the first version of a 
critical incident report should be verbal and titled  
a “preliminary” report.  

 The “supplemental” report should be completed 
after the officer’s first sleep cycle and the finalafter the officer s first sleep cycle, and the final 
report prepared after the officer has had a second 
full sleep cycle.  

 Given these recommendations for law 
enforcement officers, it is not hard to see the 
implications for interviewing a victim of sexual 
assault. 

Basic Interview Skills

 Provide the victim with simple choices for how 
the interview will proceed

– “May I call you by your first name, or do you 
prefer that I use your last name?”p y

– “Where would you like to do this interview?”

– “Would you like to have an advocate or support 
person present during the interview?”

– “Do you have any questions?”

Basic Interview Skills

 Sit in a relaxed manner

Allow the victim to sit above the 
interviewer if possible (i.e., on a step, or a 
higher seat)higher seat)

Express friendliness and support

Use eye contact frequently, but don’t stare

 Speak slowly, use short sentences and leave 
short pauses between sentences
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Basic Interview Skills

Victims should be encouraged to interrupt 
at any time to ask a question, include a fact 
or correct a mistake

Monitor the victim’s body languageMonitor the victim’s body language

Take breaks when needed

Reassure the victim that this is a team effort
– “We need to review this information together”

– “We need to understand what happened”

Basic Interview Skills

Reassure victims that their complaint is 
being taken seriously and handled 
professionally

 Investigators take responsibility for what Investigators take responsibility for what 
they will do using “I” statements
– “I am going to write this report”

– “I am going to talk with your friend who saw 
you leave the bar”

Basic Interview Skills

 Do not use police terminology
– “Oral copulation,” “Digital penetration” 

 Identify terms the victim uses for parts of the body 

 Do not correct victims when they use street terms Do not correct victims when they use street terms 
or slang
– “He forced me to give him head”

 Clarify the victim’s definition by using clear terms
– “Are you saying that he forced you to put your mouth 

on his penis?”
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PTSD Grounding Exercise

Can be used to help victims ground 
themselves in the present
– If dissociating, or overwhelmed by feelings

Redirect focus on the “here and now”– Redirect focus on the here and now

– Can be led by victim advocate

Example:  5 Senses in 5 Minutes

From Psychology Today:   
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/design-your-path/201106/getting-
grounded-in-your-work-day-5-senses-in-5-minutes

PTSD Grounding Exercise

Relax:  Feet planted solidly on floor

Breathe:  Focus on breathing in and out

Engage:  Each sense for a minute / focus:
– Name 5 things you can see

– Name 4 things you can feel

– Name 3 things you can hear

– Name 2 things you can smell

– Name 1 thing you can taste

Can adapt for brief grounding purposes 

Inappropriate Police Responses

 Polygraphs or Interrogation techniques such as the 
following - SCAN – Scientific Content Analysis
– We would like you to read the following instructions 

very carefully before you start answering the questions.
– We would like you to realize that every word isWe would like you to realize that every word is 

important and each one might be checked later on.
– This is not a draft, and you only have one chance to 

write down the answers.  So, before you write, we 
would like you to think as to how you are going to 
phrase your answers.
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Inappropriate Police Responses

– Please write your answers as detailed as you 
can to enable us to understand your 
involvement in this matter

– Use only a pen while writing (no pencils).  No y p g ( p )
typing is allowed.

– Write in a clear handwriting in order to enable 
reading

Inappropriate Police Responses

– You are not to make any corrections on 
the questionnaire.  If you feel like you 
would like to change your answers, 
please do it in the space provided for thatplease do it in the space provided for that 
purpose, or put the mistaken sentence 
within parentheses and continue on.  
Your correction will be taken into 
consideration.

Inappropriate Police Responses

– Please write IN DETAIL anything you 
would like us to know in regard to your 
complaint/allegation.  How would you 
explain this? Please write in detail yourexplain this?  Please write in detail your 
ideas that would account for this.
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Inappropriate Police Responses

– If you were going to conduct this 
investigation, how would you do it?

– List the 5 most important causes that 
would have created the situation.

– Before you answer the following 
questions, we would like to inform you 
that each word of your answer will be 
evaluated.  We would like you to take 
your time and think before each answer.

Inappropriate Police Responses

– Did you lie in any of the information you 
provided earlier on this form?

– Did you fabricate your allegations against 
the suspect?the suspect?

– Did you withhold any significant 
information you provided on this form?

Inappropriate Police Responses

– How do you feel now that you have 
completed this form?

– Should we believe your answers to the 
questions?questions?

– If the answer to the last question was 
“Yes,” give us one reason why.

– What would you say if it was later 
determined that you lied on this form?
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Inappropriate Police Responses

– While filling out this form, what were 
your emotions?

– Were you afraid while filling out this 
form?form?

– Have you discussed the possibility and 
reasons for the incident to have taken 
place?

Basic Interview Skills

Establishing Rapport and Trust
– “How are you feeling?”

– “I’m sorry this happened to you.”I m sorry this happened to you.

– Use caution when talking about 
trivial information in an attempt to 
ease into an interview

Basic Interview Skills

Things not to say
– “Everything is going to be all right”
– “Don’t cry”

“Y h ld ’t f l th t ”– “You shouldn’t feel that way”
– “I know how you feel”
– “You must get on with your life”
– “I promise I’ll get this guy, and he’ll go 

to prison for a long time”
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Cognitive Interview Skills

 4 general methods for jogging memory
– Explain all 4 before the narrative interview
Reconstruct the Circumstances
Report Everythingp y g
Recall the events in different order
Change Perspectives

Source: Professor Edward Geiselman, Psychology
Department, UCLA

Cognitive Interview Techniques

 Investigators
– Do not read the patrol report to the victim and 

ask if it is accurate

– This technique saves investigators time but willThis technique saves investigators time but will 
prevent them from obtaining critical 
information

Cognitive Interview Techniques 

 “How were you feeling?”
– Versus why questions
– E.g., “Why didn’t you call the police?”
– Challenges what a person did or did not dog p

 Instead:
– “What were you thinking?”
– “Tell me about your reactions”

LISTENLISTENLISTENLISTENLISTEN
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Cognitive Interview Techniques

Drop the “just the facts” routine

Former training
– Who, What, When, Where, Whyy

Completing the boxes of a report is not 
conducting an interview

Cognitive Interview Techniques

 Study of police interviews

Typical interview had 3 open-ended 
questions and 26 short, closed-ended 
questionsquestions

Rapid fire, less than 1 second pause 
between the witness’ response and the next 
question

Source:  Olsen & Wells 1991, Fisher 1995

Cognitive Interview Techniques

Detectives were found to interrupt the 
response to an open-ended question after 
7.5 seconds

Average of 4 interruptions per responseAverage of 4 interruptions per response

 In none of the interviews was the witness 
permitted to compete his or her narration 
without interruption

Source:  Olsen & Wells 1991, Fisher 1995
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Cognitive Interview Techniques

Sexual assault investigators must be 
patient

Prepare for a long, detailed and 
emotionally difficult interview

Supervisors must support time out of 
service required

Cognitive Interview Techniques

Reconstruct the circumstances
– Surrounding environment, rooms, 

location of furniture, vehicles, weather, 
lighting, nearby people or objects

– Investigator wants to see and feel what 
the victim saw and felt

Cognitive Interview Techniques

Report Everything
Explain that some people hold back 

information because they don’t know y
what might be important

Ask the witness not to edit anything
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Cognitive Interview Techniques

Recall the events in different order, 
(e.g., reverse order)

Or, try starting with the thing that had , y g g
the biggest impact and then go from 
there, forward and backward in time

Cognitive Interview Techniques

Change Perspectives
Witness is instructed to place 

themselves in the role of a prominent p
character and think about what he or 
she saw

Cognitive Interview Techniques

Listening Actively

Telling the witness to actively generate 
information and not wait passively for 
the interviewer to ask questions

Asking open-ended questions
– “And then what do you remember?”

– “Tell me more about that.”
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Basic Interview Skills

Pausing after the witness’ response 
before asking follow-up questions

Not interrupting

Explicitly requesting detailed 
descriptions

Encouraging the witness to concentrate 
intensely

Basic Interview Skills

Encouraging the witness to use 
imagery

Recreating the original context
Ad i h i ’ iAdopting the witness’ perspective

Asking eyewitness compatible 
questions

Following the sequence of the 
cognitive interview

Basic Interview Skills

Review interviewer’s notes and 
understanding of victim’s statement

 Speak slowly and deliberately

A k i i i i di l if hAsk victims to interrupt immediately if they 
remember new information or if there is an 
error

 If new leads develop, probe new 
information
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Basic Interview Skills

Close

Collect background information

Address any concerns for safety

Obtain the phone number and address of the 
location where victims will be staying if 
they are not returning home

Basic Interview Skills

 Provide victim with:
– Incident number or case number

– Reporting officer’s name and badge or ID #

Phone n mber for in estigati e nit or person– Phone number for investigative unit or person 
responsible for follow-up

– Written information about victim’s rights (e.g., 
confidentiality, anonymity, advocates)

– Referrals for community resources for support 

Basic Interview Skills

Ask victims to write down any new 
information they may think of and to call 
the investigator

Create a positive last impressionCreate a positive last impression
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Prosecutorial  Interview

 Prosecutors must make time to interview all 
sexual assault victims

 Interview is not just about testimony but an 
introduction to the prosecutor and the trialintroduction to the prosecutor and the trial 
process

Best practice is to include the lead 
investigator in this first interview/contact

Prosecutorial Interview: Prep

Ultimately, only the prosecutor may 
question victims in court

 Prosecutors must be skilled in listening, 
interviewing supporting and informinginterviewing, supporting and informing

A direct exam must be crafted

Cross-examination must be anticipated and 
prepared for

Prosecutor’s Victim Interview

 “First, do no harm”
– Do not put great detective work to waste with a 

bad prosecutor’s interview

GoalsGoals
– Keep the victim cooperative, comfortable, 

empowered

– Craft a powerful, compelling direct exam

– Prepare for cross-exam
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First Steps

Build on rapport established by law 
enforcement 

Take additional time to get to know the 
victimvictim

Gather background information before the 
interview if relevant and necessary
– Family dynamics

– Any special needs

Craft the Direct

Consider “experiential” interviewing
– Rather than a timeline, simply ask what “sticks 

out,” what is “salient,” etc. as interview begins

This allows for compelling detailThis allows for compelling detail
– Recreates the reality of the crime

– Arms prosecutor with themes, openers

Craft But Be Flexible

Direct must still be the victim’s account, not 
“canned”

 Still led by prosecutor in terms of themes, 
providing of detail sequenceproviding of detail, sequence

Victim must be comfortable with answers
– Encourage honesty above all

– Do not ‘put words in their mouths’
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Work Together

 Stress the importance of the victim’s 
account, but never “put the whole case” on 
the victim

The victim is a big part but theThe victim is a big part, but the 
responsibility is on the prosecutor

Craft the direct together
– “How does that question sound to you?”

– “Would you want me to ask it differently?

The Power the Truth

 Stress and encourage truthfulness at every 
stage and with all details

Many if not most cases will involve facts 
that victims regret are ashamed of afraidthat victims regret, are ashamed of, afraid 
of, etc.
– Some victims tempted to lie or withhold

– Don’t assume deception, but stress candor

The Power of Truth

 Stress that being candid will only make the 
victim’s testimony more compelling, even 
when embarrassing things are revealed

A good prosecutor can and will put all factsA good prosecutor can and will put all facts 
in a light that makes the case stronger
– No “bad” facts, only challenging ones

 Prosecutor’s responsibility, not victim’s!
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Prepare for Testifying

Do a court tour if the victim wants one 
(crucial for child cases, victim-dependent in 
adult cases)

Explain how the process worksExplain how the process works

Victims must know they can ask for breaks, 
water, to have the question repeated, etc

Encourage victims to address the jury if 
possible

Preparation for Cross-Exam

Explain the purpose of cross-exam
– Make the victim appear to be lying

– Challenge victim’s memory or reliability

K th d f tt d hi /h t lKnow the defense attorney and his/her style
– Easier to prep when prosecutor knows what 

style of cross the victim is likely to face

Cross-Examination Survival

 First, victims should know it isn’t personal, 
even if it seems to be
– Unpleasant, but the defense attorney’s job

 S d i ti t f th d f Second, victims must focus on the defense 
attorney during cross - not the jury

Listen carefully to every question before 
answering
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Pausing is Okay!

 It’s okay to pause before answering any 
question (direct or cross) and to ask that it 
be repeated

Victims must know that the prosecutor willVictims must know that the prosecutor will 
be ready to object to questions that are 
– Irrelevant

– Offensive, if legally objectionable

– Intentionally badgering

Objections and Redirect

Victims must understand what to do when 
an objection is made
– Immediately go silent - do NOT force the 

answeranswer

Redirect gives victims a chance to explain 
further or give context - assure them that 
prosecutor will do that on important points!

End the Interview with Dignity

Thank victims for their courage

Keep lines of communication open - make 
sure they can reach the prosecutor

f i i hi h If victims want to correct something they 
said during prep - that’s okay. But they 
must alert the prosecutor, so the prosecutor 
can alert the court and defense attorney 
before trial!
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Follow up

Make sure the victim is well supported, 
including Victim Witness Assistance in the 
prosecutor’s office, a community-based 
victim advocacy center etcvictim advocacy center, etc

Ask if there is anything the prosecutor can 
do to help make the experience more 
comfortable
– But make no promises!


